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SECRETARY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
SOME FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Wednesday 17 July 1996 at 4 p.m., at Brown's Hotel
(Albemarle Street, London W1), the Society's Annual
General Meeting (which all members are entitled to
attend); followed by tea (for which booking forms are
enclosed with this issue of the Kipling Journal sent to all
members in the U.K.); followed at 5.30 for 6 p.m. by Mr
Michael Smith (at present the Society's Deputy
Secretary) speaking on "Kipling's Sussex".

Wednesday 18 September at 5.30 for 6 p.m., at Brown's
Hotel, Mrs Leonee Ormond (who in 1995 edited
Captains Courageous for the Oxford University Press
in the World's Classics series) on "Captains
Courageous ".

Wednesday 13 November, at 5.30 for 6 p.m., at the
Travellers' Club (106 Pall Mall, London SW1), Dr Bart
Moore-Gilbert (of Goldsmiths College, London
University, author of Kipling and 'Orientalism') on
"Letters of Marque" (newspaper articles collected in
volume I of From Sea to Sea).
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KIPLING'S "O-TOYO, EBON-HAIRED, ROSY-CHEEKED"
For a note on this picture, see page 8.
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CONCERNING THE FRONTISPIECE PICTURE (ON PAGE 6)
A main item in this issue is an article, "Kipling and Japan" by Ian Littlewood, at pages 11
to 20. To illustrate it I have chosen two drawings, respectively at page 6 and page 13. They
are not well known, and require a word of explanation.
They are taken from Lettres du Japon, a volume consisting of translations into French
(done by Louis Fabulet and Arthur Austin-Jackson in about 1904) of the Letters (or
despatches) which Kipling had sent back to his Indian newspaper, the Pioneer, during his
first visit to Japan in 1889, and which had been collected in From Sea to Sea in 1899.
Lettres du Japon was reprinted several times, and was produced in a relatively expensive
limited edition of 1925, strikingly illustrated by H. Tirman and G. Braun.
This drawing is an impression of O-Toyo, the girl in the Nagasaki tea-house whose
attractions bowled Kipling over on first impact, and whom he still referred to weeks later
as "a darling". She was evidently "ebon-haired, rosy-cheeked, and made throughout of
delicate porcelain" – or, in the French, "aux cheveux d'ébène, aux joues de rose, et tout
entière faite de délicate porcelaine". – Ed.
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EDITORIAL
In chapter 33 of The Pickwick Papers, Sam Weller laboriously composes
a Valentine letter to the object of his ardour, Mary. Its tone is
unmistakably affectionate, though its ending is somewhat abrupt. Next
he reads out the text to his coachman father. The following exchange
ensues: "That's rather a sudden pull up, ain't it, Sammy?" [asks Weller
père.] "Not a bit on it," [Sam replies;] "she'll vish there wos more, and
that's the great art o' letter writin'."
Kipling was a highly accomplished practitioner of that art – as we
have in recent years had the opportunity of judging, since the welcome
appearance of the first two of Professor Pinney's monumental volumes
of The Letters of Rudyard Kipling (1, 1872-89; 2, 1890-99; published in
1990 by Macmillan in Britain; University of Iowa Press in the U.S.A.).
Readers who have browsed delightedly in those substantial volumes – or
have read them from cover to cover as an invariably entertaining adjunct
to the standard biographies of Kipling – will agree that even by the high
standards of the prolific Victorians Kipling was an impressive letterwriter. He was idiosyncratic but muscular in style, vivid in description,
and copious in output: some seven thousand of his letters survive, a
massive number from which Pinney has judiciously creamed off a
selection of the best and most revealing. These show Kipling not merely
as an affectionate friend and relative, and as a celebrated author writing
on matters germane to his craft, but as a man of the world, fascinated by
that world, and touching with assurance on a huge range of topics, many
of which retain historical or literary interest to this day.
To be sure, he could seem to be over-impassioned in his opinions,
fiercely unforgiving in his political judgments – and (viewed with the
disadvantage of our too-facile and too-guilty hindsight on the Empire)
sometimes wrong-headed. Yet he was personally modest, unspoilt by
fame. His letters show him devoted to his family, loyal to his friends, and
endowed with a buoyant sense of humour. Moreover he was prepared to
reveal in personal letters far more of his inner self than he would ever
vouchsafe to the wider readership of his reticent autobiography. In
letters he comes across with great coherence; vehement in matters that
move him, but vulnerable to private disappointment, even bitterness,
which was an understandable foil to his many public enthusiasms.
Pinney, to whom we were already heavily indebted, has now put us
further in his debt with a bulky and fascinating third volume of Letters,
covering the period 1900-1910. This is an event to celebrate. I fear that
many individual readers, and possibly some libraries, will be shaken by
the price of it, £47.50. I beg them, if possible, not to be deterred.
Volume 3 is a treasure, and good value. It runs to nearly 500 pages, is
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handsomely produced, generously illustrated and impeccably edited,
with unobtrusive but indispensable notes. It displays Kipling the man, in
a way that his books cannot, beginning to be used to political disillusion,
but still at the height of his versatile creativity as a writer.
Indeed in literary terms those years were immensely productive – with
Kim, The Five Nations, Just So Stories, Traffics and Discoveries, Puck
of Pook's Hill, Actions and Reactions and Rewards and Fairies. In terms
of travel it was also an eventful decade, with excursions to Switzerland
and Italy; and to Sweden for the Nobel Prize; and a near-regal progress
across Canada in 1907; and above all the eight extensive visits to South
Africa – where he became passionately committed to the imperial stance
in the tangled politics that followed the end of the war in 1902. This third
volume of letters contains a pronounced political ingredient, stemming
from Kipling's disappointment with the tilt towards Afrikanerdom in
South Africa, and what he saw as the culpable irresponsibility of the
Liberal government in London.
Charles Carrington once told me that he had been obliged by his
publishers, on grounds of bulk, to omit from his biography of Kipling a
substantial amount of material which he would have liked to include. It
particularly concerned Kipling's politics in the early years of this
century. I think that to some extent that gap is now filled by this latest
volume.
But it would be quite wrong to categorise its contents as exclusively
or even predominantly political. There is much about fun and friends and
family; his delight in the motor car; his frustrations over copyright; his
enjoyment of travel; his unfailing interest in the human condition. In a
letter of 1908, sent from South Africa to a Burwash neighbour, he writes:
"Here's a tale which you need not repeat to the Rector. It's fathered on the
Bishop of London who at a Christian meeting was reported to have said
that Hell was not paved with good intentions but with motors,
champagne bottles and loose women. Quiet but earnest voice from the
back of the congregation:- 'O Death where is thy sting?' "
In another letter of 1908, to his friend Lord Milner who was about to
undertake a tour of Canada, Kipling writes: " . . . disconnect your
bedroom telephone as soon as ever you get to an hotel. Otherwise you
will continue to enjoy the horrors of publicity in your bath and in your
bed. Allah knows I have long since ceased to be a virgin but I cannot help
blushing when I am rung up, by women, with nothing on except
spectacles and a bath towel..."
Such endearing levity is very typical. But whether a letter is light or
serious, again and again on reaching its end, I vish (vith Sam Veller)
there wos more.
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KIPLING AND JAPAN
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
KIPLING'S FIRST VISIT, IN 1889
by IAN LITTLEWOOD

[Dr Littlewood read English at Oxford, and has since taught at universities in France, the
United States and Japan; he now teaches at Sussex University's School of Cultural &
Community Studies. His publications include The Writings of Evelyn Waugh (Blackwell,
1983), Paris: A Literary Companion (Murray, 1987) and Venice: A Literary Companion
(Murray, 1991 ). His most recent book is The Idea of Japan (Secker & Warburg, March
1996), a study of western representations of Japan: his wife is Japanese, a fact which has
contributed to his long-standing personal interest in western attitudes to that country.
He modestly makes no claim to be a Kipling scholar, but tells me that while writing The
Idea of Japan he was struck by how often he kept coming back to Kipling in an attempt to
sum up aspects of the Victorian response. That, and the fact that Kipling's visits to Japan
are a subject that receives relatively scant attention, has stimulated this article. —Ed.]

It is hardly surprising that Japan does not loom large in studies of
Kipling. In all, he spent only three months there, and, apart from a littleknown short story, "Griffiths the Safe Man" [included in 1909 in the
unauthorised collection, Abaft the Funnel], his two visits produced no
fiction. During his first stay in 1889 he wrote a series of "Letters" for an
Indian newspaper, the Pioneer, and on his second visit in 1892 he wrote
another series intended primarily for The Times of London. This
journalism did not fall entirely out of sight – a good deal of it was
republished in From Sea to Sea ( 1899) and Letters of Travel (1920) – but
it has never received much attention, either from critics or biographers.
Even when Hugh Cortazzi and George Webb brought out a scholarly
edition of the collected writings on Japan1 in 1988, it excited a few
respectful notices rather than any serious consideration of what Kipling
had written. This neglect is worth challenging. The articles Kipling
wrote, particularly those he sent back to the Pioneer in the hectic four
weeks of his first visit, have a value quite disproportionate to the humble
place they occupy in his work.
In part their significance derives from the very casualness of Kipling's
glance. He comes as a tourist, gallops round the usual tourist sites,
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dashes off his impressions and departs. In other words, he does very
much what a stream of other western visitors were doing at the same
time. (To the weary student it can seem that not a traveller set foot there
in the last two decades of the nineteenth century without writing a book
on the subject.) But Kipling does it better, and in so doing he gives us an
image of Japan that reflects with brilliant clarity the dominant attitudes
in late nineteenth-century Europe and America. Of all the published
material, there is none that matches his for the vividness with which he
sums up contemporary western responses.
When he arrived at Nagasaki in April 1889, he entered a country
which was still emerging from two centuries of isolation. It was not
much more than thirty years since first America and then Britain had
forced Japan to accept limited contacts with the outside world, but
already a vogue for things Japanese had swept the west, producing an
uncritical market for fans, fabrics, porcelain, lacquer, more or less
dubious antiquities and practically anything else that could be passed off
as Japanese craft-work.
In the years immediately before Kipling's arrival two crucial events
had taken place which both reflected this fashion and augmented it. The
first, in 1885, was the opening of Gilbert and Sullivan's The Mikado; the
second, two years later, the publication of Pierre Loti's Madame
Chrysanthème. It is hard to overestimate the importance of these two
works in shaping western perceptions of Japan in the late nineteenth
century and beyond. (Loti's sour tale of a French naval officer who buys
a local wife in Nagasaki is little read today, but as the inspiration for
Madame Butterfly it has managed to retain a powerful hold on our
imagination.) The two of them could scarcely be more different in tone,
but they come together in their representation of a Japan that is
essentially feminine, artistic and comic. These are the aspects that
Kipling brings so sharply into focus.
At the end of his first visit, his companion, the Professor, asks him
what impressions he will carry away:
"A tea-girl in fawn-coloured crepe under a cherry-tree all blossom.
Behind her, green pines, two babies, and a hog-backed bridge
spanning a bottle-green river running over blue boulders. In the
foreground a little policeman in badly-fitting Europe clothes
drinking tea from blue and white china on a black lacquered stand.
Fleecy white clouds above and a cold wind up the street," I said,
summarising hastily. [pages 184-5 in Kipling's Japan]
What he has come up with is a neat compendium of current images. At

"JAPANESE MAIDS OF FOURTEEN OR FIFTEEN ..."
as observed by Kipling in 1889, frolicking in the hot springs at Miyanoshita. They were,
in a characteristic phrase, "not altogether displeasing to behold"; and "none were in the
least disconcerted at the sight of the stranger. After all, 'twas but Brighton beach without
the bathing-gowns." [Another illustration from Lettres du Japon ( 1925): see pages 6 & 8.]
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the head of them is the tea-girl. Gilbert's "three little maids" were
evidently not far from Kipling's mind when he described himself in his
first Letter back to the Pioneer being led by three young girls, "all fresh
and pretty," into a room of a tea-house. The scene that follows
encapsulates one of the recurring points of reference in western contacts
with Japan. The three girls are joined by two more; and Kipling and the
Professor find themselves enjoying the most traditional of all western
fantasies of the orient:
My very respectable friends at all the clubs and messes, have you
ever after a good tiffin lolled on cushions and smoked, with one
pretty girl to fill your pipe and four to admire you in an unknown
tongue? You do not know what life is. I looked round me at that
faultless room, at the dwarf pines and creamy cherry blossoms
without, at O-Toyo bubbling with laughter because I blew smoke
through my nose, and at the ring of Mikado maidens over against
the golden-brown bearskin rug. Here was colour, form, food,
comfort, and beauty enough for half a year's contemplation. [p 44]
It is a combination of the exotic, the erotic and the aesthetic that skilfully
defines the range of fantasy Japan promises to fulfil. A version of this
scene had been practically de rigueur since Laurence Oliphant wrote the
official record of Lord Elgin's visit to Japan in 1858 to negotiate a treaty.
A typical passage in Oliphant's narrative describes the party stopping at
a wayside tea-house in the heat of an August day:
We find the coolest corner, stretch ourselves full-length on the soft
mats, drink tea, eat fruit, smoke infinitesimal pipes, and get
ourselves fanned into a comatose state by fair damsels .. .2
This oft-repeated image represents more than a fantasy of oriental
sensuality. Kipling's invitation to readers in the clubs and messes of
India to imagine themselves reclining on cushions while oriental
maidens hover at their bidding is a cultural as well as a sexual fantasy.
Kipling in state is an Englishman receiving the homage of Japan. The
subservient tea-house girls, who are rarely far from the foreground of
western accounts, offer a convenient symbol of a culture that is
represented as female over against the dominant male cultures of Europe
and America. The influence of O-Toyo and her companions pervades
Kipling's image of Japan. There is an emphatic opposition between what
is characteristically Japanese and anything that belongs in a male sphere
of activity. The rigours of military life, for example, belong in another
world:
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I peeped into the Quarter-Guard at Osaka fort and withdrew
oppressed by laughter. Fans and dainty tea-sets do not go with one's
notion of a barrack. [...] The Japanese makes a trim little bluejacket, but he does not understand soldiering. [p 74]
The day after his visit to the fort, Kipling moves on to the Mint, but
the world of commerce is equally alien to Japanese sensibilities:
There was no business in Osaka that day because of the sunshine
and the budding of the trees. Everybody went to a tea-house with
his friends. I went also, but first ran along a boulevard by the side
of the river, pretending to look at the Mint. This was only a common
place of solid granite where they turn out dollars and rubbish of that
kind. All along the boulevard the cherry, peach, and plum trees,
pink, white, and red, touched branches and made a belt of velvety
soft colour as far as the eye could reach. [pp 75-6]
Like soldiering, business is an occupation that lies outside their proper
sphere. Kipling comments on the fact as soon as he arrives: "Business, I
was rejoiced to learn, was at a low ebb in Nagasaki. The Japanese should
have no concern with business." [p 36] It is a conviction that subsequent
experience confirms. "The Jap's no use," remarks a merchant he
overhears in Kyoto. "He isn't man enough to handle a hundred thousand
dollars." The merchant's companion agrees: "The Jap has no business
savvy." [p 86]
It is the same with machines. The Japanese fisherman has a wonderful
stamina, a man tells Kipling on Lake Biwa, "But the Lord protect me
from a Jap engineer. He'd rivet a boiler with bamboo spikes and then
wonder why it blew out the inside of the boat." [p 120] Among teahouses and cherry blossom the Japanese are in their element, but the
world of getting and spending, the world of doing, is not for them.
The antithesis (and when talking of Japan and the west there is always
an antithesis) is partly between the feminine and the masculine, but it is
also between the aesthetic and the practical. The hard granite building
where dollars and rubbish of that kind are turned out stands in opposition
to the belt of velvety soft colour formed by the branches of blossom that
stretch along the boulevard; and the allegiance of the Japanese is quite
clearly to the latter. The summary of impressions Kipling gives to the
Professor reads like the description of a painting; and from the start he
has been aware of Japan as a country whose priorities are overridingly
aesthetic. The grain-dealer (bunnia) he visits in Nagasaki sets the tone
for the rest of his experiences. The man's house is immaculate:
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Behind the bunnia is a shadow-screen of bead and bamboo. This
veils a room floored with pale gold and roofed with panels of
grained cedar. There is nothing in the room save a blood-red
blanket laid out as smoothly as a sheet of paper. Beyond the room
is a passage of polished wood, so polished that it gives back the
reflections of the white paper wall. At the end of the passage and
clearly visible to this unique bunnia is a dwarfed pine two feet high
in a green glazed pot, and by its side is a branch of azalea, bloodred as the blanket, set in a pale-grey crackle pot. The bunnia has put
it there for his own pleasure, for the delight of his eyes, because he
loves it. The white man has nothing to do with his tastes, and he
keeps his house specklessly pure because he likes cleanliness and
knows it is artistic. [p 38]
The grain-dealer is unique only in Kipling's experience. He turns out to
be typical of a country where houses are built with the artistry of
cabinets; where a curiosity shop can conceal "a gem of a garden of
dwarfed trees, in the space of half a tennis-court"; where workers in a
pottery factory have only to lift their eyes to see a sprig of cherry
blossom; where even the train that goes to Osaka is "lapis-lazuli
coloured".
Kipling catches the aesthetic refinements of the place so accurately
because he is himself half-seduced by the same mode of response.
Looking at the spring blossom in Osaka, he reflects:
The Mint may make a hundred thousand dollars a day, but all the
silver in its keeping will not bring again the three weeks of the
peach blossom which, even beyond the chrysanthemum, is the
crown and glory of Japan. For some act of surpassing merit
performed in a past life I have been enabled to hit those three weeks
in the middle. [p 76]
So perhaps being man enough to handle a hundred thousand dollars is
not, after all, the ultimate test of worth. In many of Kipling's remarks
there is an uneasy sense, held at bay by the humorous tone, that the
perspective of Japan offers the west something of a challenge. Entering
a curio-dealer's spotless shop in his muddy boots, he feels "for the first
time that I was a barbarian and no true sahib". He consoles himself with
the thought that he could kick the place to pieces, "but this only made me
feel large and coarse and dirty":
What I wanted to say was, "Look here, you person. You're much too
clean and refined for this life here below, and your house is unfit for
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a man to live in until he has been taught a lot of things which I have
never learned. Consequently I hate you because I feel myself your
inferior, and you despise me and my boots because you know me
for a savage. Let me go, or I'll pull your house of cedar-wood over
your ears." [p 40]
It's a startling reversal, this acknowledgment that the natural
opposition between civilised Englishman and savage oriental has been
turned upside down. The passage is facetious, but there is more to it than
the lip-service that travellers customarily paid to Japan's aesthetic
attractions. Kipling is well aware that much of the beauty he observes
would be lost on his compatriots. When his guide remarks on the
existence of the Japanese festival of the cherry blossom, he notes
sardonically:
Now you might wall an Englishman about with cherry trees in
bloom from head to heel, and after the first day he would begin to
complain of the smell. [p 76]
It is a contrast which is not to the Englishman's credit. The more Kipling
sees of Japan, the less he thinks it likely to benefit from western
influence. In Kyoto he proposes to the Professor that they start a mission
to "save Japan from herself":
"I'll run along the street and knock off the policemen's forage caps,
while you go and tear up the railway and pull down the telegraph
poles. If they are left to themselves they will make cloisonnée by
machinery in twenty years and build black factories instead of
gardens." [p 105]
The context makes it clear that saving Japan from herself means saving
her from the west. For a writer who is usually seen as the arch-apostle of
empire, this is a striking admission.
But the admission, of course, is partial. The image of English
barbarians and cultured Japanese is safely contained by the prevailing
jocularity of tone. Kipling's responsiveness to all that is fanciful, artistic
and unEnglish about Japan is underpinned by a basic confidence in what
really makes the world turn. At any moment he can redefine the
opposition between clumsy westerner and artistic Japanese, so that it
reaffirms the cherished values of the nineteenth-century British
traveller:
Verily Japan is a great people. Her masons play with stone, her
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carpenters with wood, her smiths with iron, and her artists with life,
death, and all the eye can take in. Mercifully, she has been denied
the last touch of firmness in her character which would enable her
to play with the whole round world. We possess that – we, the
nation of the glass flower-shade, the pink worsted mat, the red and
green china puppy dog, and the poisonous Brussels carpet. It is our
compensation . . . [p 92]
The acknowledgment of one kind of inferiority becomes a covert
assertion of another, more important, kind of superiority; our lack of
aesthetic refinement is a guarantee of the weightier qualities that make
us rulers of the world.
In the end, the aesthetic priorities of the Japanese are another
symptom of a culture that has not yet come to adulthood. The smallness
of scale of everything encountered by the Victorians increased their
impression of themselves as grown-ups moving through a dolls'-house
world of children. "Nagasaki", reports Kipling in his first Letter, "is
inhabited entirely by children. " [p 37] The Japanese who cannot handle
a hundred thousand dollars is not man enough partly in the sense that his
proper sphere is the feminine, but partly also in the sense that he is not
adult enough. "A Jap will be dishonest just to save himself trouble," a
man in Yokohama tells Kipling. "He's like a child that way." [p 145]
The essence of Japan is to be found not in the marketplace or the
barracks or the Mint, but in the tea-house in Arashiyama, where Kipling
gets caught up in childhood games with a group of young girls, "and I
shrieked with the best of them till I rolled off the verandah and nearly
dropped into the laughing street." Immediately afterwards he is accosted
by "an austere man from India" who has been playing a gambling game
for sweets with children – "Never had such fun in my life." Here beside
the river, among the cherry blossom and the violets, the innocence of
childhood is recovered – "And he was a hard man who had not played
with anything so innocent as sweetmeats for many years!" [p 99]
The general sense that the visitor is dealing with a world of childhood
is what justifies the relentless facetiousness of tone displayed by
nineteenth-century writers. It is a tone which, to a large extent, Kipling
shares. From the moment of his arrival in Nagasaki, "when the 'rickshaw
. . . shot me into The Mikado, First Act", he, like almost every other
Victorian traveller, finds it impossible to take Japan altogether seriously.
The Japanese are funny in the way that children are funny, with their
quirky priorities and their imperfect imitations of adulthood. Kipling's
parting image of the "little policeman in badly-fitting Europe clothes"
picks out one of the most reliable sources of western humour. The
attempt to imitate western civilisation has comic pitfalls at every step.
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On the train from Kobe to Osaka Kipling surveys his fellow-travellers:
The passengers themselves were altogether delightful. A large
number of them were modified Europeans, and resembled nothing
more than Tenniel's picture of the White Rabbit on the first page of
Alice in Wonderland. They were arrayed in neat little tweed suits
with fawn-coloured overcoats, and they carried ladies' reticules of
black leather and nickel platings. They rejoiced in paper and
celluloid stuck-up collars which must have been quite thirteen
inches round the neck, and their boots were number fours. On their
hands – their wee-wee hands – they wore white cotton gloves, and
they smoked cigarettes from fairy little cigarette cases. That was
Young Japan – the Japan of the present day. [p 68]
The political dimension of such images is thinly veiled. The Japanese
haven't quite got the hang of things yet – this was the message of an
endless stream of comic reflections on Japanese customs and dress that
came from western travellers in the nineteenth century. A nation of
children was clearly in need of adult guidance, and the west readily
assigned itself the role of paternal instructor in the ways of civilisation.
Though Kipling himself may have been wary of the consequences of
western interference, he accurately reflects the attitude of benign
condescension that accompanied it.
There was, however, a chiller undercurrent of which he was also
aware. In describing the Japanese as a "neat-handed, polite little people
that live among flowers and babies", he deftly summarised the dominant
Victorian view; but the experience of the Victorians had not been
uninterruptedly serene. Apart from increasingly vocal complaints about
Japanese business practices, there had been a number of incidents of
unpredictable violence. In his memoirs Lord Redesdale (A.B.F. Mitford)
– the same who advised W.S. Gilbert on the Japanese aspects of The
Mikado – recalls what it was like being a diplomat in Japan in the 1860s,
when he "never wrote a note without having a revolver on the table, and
never went to bed without a Spencer rifle and bayonet at my hand".3
Episodes such as the attack on the British Minister, Sir Harry Parkes, in
Kyoto, and the murder of an English merchant who was riding near
Yokohama, added to the nervousness of westerners.
There had been little violence in the ten years before Kipling's first
visit, but it remained an alarming possibility. The practice of ritual
suicide had a particular fascination for westerners, including Kipling:
It is curious to think that any one of the dapper little men with tophats and reticules who have a Constitution of their own, may, in
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time of mental stress, strip to the waist, shake their hair over their
brows, and, after prayer, rip themselves open. [...] The Japanese, in
common with the rest of the East, have a strain of bloodthirstiness
in their compositions. It is very carefully veiled now, but some of
Hokusai's pictures show it, and show that not long ago the people
revelled in its outward expression. [p 181]
For the moment this was no more than a shadow in the background,
but the idea of a strain of unpredictable violence lying just beneath the
surface of the newly westernised Japan had a powerful appeal. Any
people who seemed moved by impulses so unlike our own could not but
inspire a certain unease. When Japan defeated first China and then
Russia in the wars of 1894-5 and 1904-5, western images underwent
considerable revision; but it was not until the Pacific War that the full
resonance of Kipling's image was heard in the west. At Pearl Harbor the
neat-handed, polite little people removed the veil with a vengeance.
The Letters Kipling wrote to The Times during his second, longer stay
in 1892 are more sedate, a shade more sombre and a lot less fun; the
celebrated writer adds little to the image of Japan presented three years
earlier by the young journalist. It was all there in the exuberant rapture
of his first brief encounter. There were plenty of people who knew more
and wrote more about nineteenth-century Japan than Kipling. Long-time
residents like Lafcadio Hearn and Basil Hall Chamberlain had a far
deeper understanding of its culture and history. But as a revealing
snapshot of western attitudes, Kipling's Letters to the Pioneer are
unsurpassed.
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'KIPLING AND OTHER BOOKS'
A JOINT KIPLING CONFERENCE
WITH THE OPEN UNIVERSITY
summarised by LISA LEWIS

[Lisa Lewis, the Kipling Society's indefatigable Meetings Secretary, hardly needs an
introduction. She was one of the prime movers of the recent successful Conference, and at
my request has produced this report on it. It is worth mentioning that although her
summaries of the various admirable presentations are of course her own, they have been
'cleared' with the respective speakers. – Ed.]

On 2 March 1996 the Society, jointly with the Open University's
Department of English, held a Kipling Conference at the University of
the South Bank – attended by our members, their students and some
academic visitors. The Society's contribution to its funding came partly
from a legacy from our late member Brigadier Frank Stafford, and partly
from other donations. Cicely Palser Havely of the Open University
kindly undertook the arrangements.

Our President, Dr Michael Brock, welcomed the audience and
introduced the first speaker: the poet, playwright, publisher and Oxford
don Craig Raine. He spoke on Kipling's sources and use of dialect.
There were, Raine argued, influences but few sources: "McAndrew's
Hymn" and "The Mary Gloster" are Browningesque, but use dialect
where Browning uses idiolect. " 'They' " [Traffics and Discoveries]
inverts and subverts the classic Victorian ghost story: instead of a
sceptical reader to be convinced by the narrator, it is Kipling's narrator
who must be convinced, but who ultimately rejects the supernatural
because it is not real enough. Kipling, said Raine, is an extraordinarily
intelligent writer. With Lawrence, he is one of our great experts on
repression. " 'They' " explores what ghosts really mean for us.
Edgar Allan Poe's influence can be seen in "In the House of Suddhoo"
[Plain Tales from the Hills] and in "The Dream of Duncan Parrenness"
[Life's Handicap], a description of self-haunting; the range of Kipling's
imagination is shown by Parrenness's reward for selling his soul, "a little
piece of dry bread".
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Raine went on to notice a parallel between a description of a
thunderstorm in chapter XIV of Kim and one in Mark Twain's
Huckleberry Finn, chapter IX; also similar references to wallpaper in the
Mrs Scarsworth episode of "The Gardener" [Debits and Credits] and in
Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, Part IV, chapter 17. But were these deliberate
echoes or "the coincidence of genius"?
"Mary Postgate" [A Diversity of Creatures], Raine argued, was
influenced by Guy de Maupassant's story "Mother Savage", in which a
Frenchwoman treats four Prussian soldiers as surrogate sons till her own
son is killed, when she burns them alive. But Kipling's masterpiece, in
which Mary's maternal feelings towards her employer's nephew are
mixed with hatred because of his bullying, to reach (once he is dead) an
orgasm in watching his German counterpart die, effortlessly
outdistances its source. Kipling, Raine asserted, is our greatest expert on
mixed feelings; and modernism is essentially concerned with mixed
feelings. In "The Gardener", the heroine's denial of her feelings means
that her interior self becomes false.
Raine went on to mention "The Wish House" [Debits and Credits] and
" 'Wireless' " [Traffics and Discoveries] – a quotation from which, he
suggested ("unwholesome, but human exceedingly") describes the best
of Kipling's work. The adolescent's 'crush' on Grace Ashcroft in "The
Wish House" is as subtle as anything in our greatest writers. Oscar Wilde
accused Kipling of "vulgarity", but good taste is the enemy of art; great
new art is always an acquired taste, so Wilde was paying Kipling an
inadvertent compliment.
On Kipling's use of dialect, Raine cited different authors' methods of
transcribing it – Henry James, T.S. Eliot, Beckett, Twain. George Eliot
and Hardy use it, but sparingly. Dickens can be excruciating. Raine felt
that Kipling's soldier dialect, though bowdlerised, was accurate; he was
the most accomplished writer of dialect poems since Burns. Cockney
may have changed since Kipling's time (here Raine played tapes of
Margaret Thatcher and Jeremy Thorpe over a period of years to show
how even the same voice can alter). Mulvaney's Irish is Munster, not to
be confused with other Irish accents. Even Bernard Shaw's transcription
in John Bull's Other Island failed to distinguish between Irish and stage
Irish.

Dr Sandra Kemp, of Westminster University, began her talk on Kipling
as critic by showing slides of some unpublished drawings (circa 1890)
that illustrate the modernist cast of Kipling's imagination. Among them
were a pair of tigers entangled in their knotted tails [see opposite], with

"TIED UP IN TAILS! OR TALES ..."
"or is it tales of Tails?" A sketched design by Kipling for a bookplate. It was displayed by
Sandra Kemp during her lecture. This principal drawing of the tangled tigers was
accompanied by 'doodles' of a tiger's paws and face, and by the whimsical words about tails
and tales. [With acknowledgments to the Berg Collection, New York Public Library.]
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the caption "Tied up in Tails – or Tales – or is it tales of Tails?"; an ageing
vamp of the kind in his Simla stories, shown with two male figures, one
diabolic, the other tightly buttoned but attended by a raging dog; two
self-portraits captioned "Inspiration", seated at his desk with a demon
whispering in his ear; a corpse half-fleshed and half-skeleton,
illustrating "My Own True Ghost Story" [Wee Willie Winkie and Other
Stories] but also recalling his poem "The Two-Sided Man".
In his speeches, letters, unpublished and uncollected texts, Kemp
argued, but also in passages throughout his work, Kipling shows himself
deeply concerned with the revisionary processes of reading and writing.
Unlike Henry James, Virginia Woolf and T.S. Eliot however, Kipling
published no reviews, denied that he was a critic, and refused to join in
contemporary literary debates on high versus low culture, or the theory
of the novel. Writing to Edmund Gosse in 1910, he says:
I am not a critic and to the best of my recollection have never
directly or indirectly criticized the work of any man in my
profession or associated myself with any body that has done so.
This is of course a question of temperament and training and I could
not take it upon myself – even to the extent of one in forty – to pass
judgment upon another man's claim to praise or blame.
Kipling's literary influence came from his great popularity as a young
man's writer in the 1890s, which meant that he was read by many
important twentieth-century authors, including Ernest Hemingway,
Bertolt Brecht, W.H. Auden and T.S. Eliot, during their formative years.
His personal aesthetic and his judgments on other authors can be found
in private letters. So can his advice to fellow-writers. (Kemp gave a
number of examples, too long to be included here.)
Kemp also quoted from a number of Kipling's other hitherto
unpublished letters and papers, detailing his response to the
commercialisation of literature and the emerging role of the writer in the
literary world of the 1890s and beyond. Above all, said Kemp, Kipling
excelled at 'metacriticism'; he was a critic in the sense described by T.S.
Eliot: "The criticism employed by a trained and skilled writer on his own
work is the most vital, the highest kind of criticism." Compiling an
anthology of Kipling's writings on writing, Kemp claimed [Note: this is
to be published by Cambridge University Press during 1996, with the
title Rudyard Kipling: Writings on Writing, jointly edited by Sandra
Kemp & Lisa Lewis – Ed.] had revealed a new dimension to the private
and public history of a writer whose continuing influence is still a matter
of fierce controversy.
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The afternoon session was introduced by Cicely Palser Havely. Her
colleague Richard Allen called his paper "Strange Frontiers".
Before and after 1900, he said, colonialism was very much present in
the British consciousness. There were both confidence and deep
anxieties – nationalism in Ireland, the South African War, and threats to
the social fabric at home, for example in the East End of London.
Allen took as examples three novels of the period – The People of the
Mist by Rider Haggard; Mariam: a Story of the Indian Mutiny by J.F.
Fanthorne; and Kipling's Kim. People of that time read about "abroad"
for adventures, and also to know what it was like for their relatives
serving overseas. Haggard is often seen as writing fantasy; but he
claimed to use personal experience.
The People of the Mist includes the rescue of the British heroine from
a slave camp in East Africa. The hero goes to Africa to make his fortune;
his harsh life on a frontier farm is contrasted with the decadence of
Britain; his aim (achieved at the end) is to recover his ancestral estate at
home. The heroine, a helpless innocent at first, becomes forceful once
she is free, and is seen by the natives as a god; she uses her influence to
reform their religion and prevent human sacrifices being fed to a
crocodile.
The African characters are of three kinds: unobtrusive servants, evil
priests, and decent people like the warrior chief and Otter, the hero's
Zulu servant, who is a grotesque creature of enormous strength. There is
no bridge in race relations in the book. In the 1890s the division between
"higher" and "lower" races was part of British culture (as in e.g. Herbert
Spencer). Romance is a fantasy of power in the novel, but anxiety is also
present: "abroad" is dangerous. Lord Rosebery spoke of empire as a
"resistless tide", but Haggard shows the Empire's dangerous borders.
The tide ebbs at the frontiers of the People of the Mist; they are not
colonised. The novel demonstrates the fears and desires of the English
during the 1890s.
Mariam is narrated by an old India hand, but much of the book takes
the form of the heroine's diary. She and her mother, like the heroine of
Haggard's novel, are captured by natives. The mother passes herself off
as a half-caste called Mariam to get sympathy from an Indian family,
especially a strong Indian woman. The preface to this book is a message
to counteract post-Mutiny propaganda of evil Indians, saying that there
were many instances of British people rescued by Indians, who had
genuine complaints against the British – although the acts of savagery
were also genuine.
The book is a dialogue about the separateness of Indians and British.
The 1890s was a time of studies of Indian society, especially by Sir
Alfred Lyall. Fanthorne is interested in the unifying force of British
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government as against the separateness of the Indian States: "divide and
rule." Both these novels discriminate between social groups, but also
find patterns that unify rulers and ruled. Mariam's disguise suggests that
British women can cross the divide if they wear native dress and use
native names.
Kipling's Kim is a boy who can pass as Indian, and can assume
different characters at will. Kim's attack on the Russian agent who hit the
Lama wakens "every unknown Irish devil" in him, but he is more than
simply Irish: he is the son of a soldier in the British Army, and therefore
has conflicting identities within him. This is Kipling's way of managing
the conflict between British and "abroad". The book depends on secrets
and ciphers: ignorance, says Colonel Creighton, is the greatest sin; but
knowledge is shown as hard to acquire. The political plot has many roads
and movements; but the Lama represents a single, slow road.
Where Haggard allows the Africans no knowledge, and his English
characters remain unchanged, Kipling suggests that Kim and the Indians
can transcend racial boundaries. This is a fantasy of how to live abroad,
how to control and survive it. Mahbub Ali and Hurree Babu can also live
on the boundary because they are close to the British cause. Disguise is
unifying and empowering, but this involves censorship, especially in the
endings. The People of the Mist ends in marriage, Mariam with the
possibility of marriage. In Kim, the Lama finds "salvation for himself
and his beloved". The adventure novel suggests in its endings that order
is somehow possible, that the Empire has a meaning.

Finally, Peter Keating, author of Kipling the Poet [Secker & Warburg,
1994], spoke on "Kipling and Twentieth-Century Poetry". He is usually
seen, said Keating, as one of a group of 1890s poets who made way for
modernism, counting as a realist because of the "Barrack-Room
Ballads". The other poems he wrote are ignored; but he was a poet of
thought as well as of action. Of the later poems, it is the moralistic "If-"
that is remembered.
Both critics and popular readers are familiar with only a small number
of poems; and Kipling is often regarded as an occasional poet, without
development. There are problems in accepting him as a twentiethcentury poet. He was excluded by Yeats, T.S. Eliot and Orwell: Yeats (in
1936) said that Kipling "never knew Victorianism had been defeated",
and that his work was full of "impurities"; only the ballads remained of
interest. Eliot (in 1941) praised Kipling's passion for language, and his
craftsmanship; but claimed that what Henry James called "the Figure in
the Carpet" was not to be found in his work. Kipling's development,
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thought Eliot, was not in his writing but in what he wrote about.
Orwell, responding to Eliot, saw most of Kipling's poetry as horribly
vulgar. But Orwell was unadventurous about Kipling's poems, Keating
argued, and he wondered how many of them Orwell had actually read,
since his comments harked back to the late Victorian critics. Yeats, Eliot
and Orwell all agree that Kipling was not a twentieth-century writer, or
a modern. The short stories may develop, and are therefore accepted as
part of literature; but the poems are never included.
Keating then read the first verse of "Alnaschar and the Oxen". This
was an archetypical sub-Victorian poem; but he read it again in a
Cockney accent, showing that it was really pastiche. This, said Keating,
was the sort of poem written by Kipling's imitators like Robert W.
Service and Banjo Paterson. He then read "Untimely", also from Debits
and Credits, a rare example of Kipling's free verse, and a "modern" poem
with a single voice, meditating.
Kipling was not dedicated to poetry as "modern" poets were supposed
to be. Barrack-Room Ballads influenced the new generation (as had
Browning and Swinburne) without being accepted as "modern". Kipling
described himself as "tribal bard" and banjo-player. He placed his gifts
at the disposal of causes – politics, Army reform – that aesthetes thought
were not related to poetry.
In fact Kipling belongs in the twentieth century in a barely understood
manner, beginning with his collection The Five Nations (1903). All his
five poetry collections are coded autobiography. In The Five Nations he
admits the death of many imperial dreams. He needed more oblique
means to communicate now that his influence had largely gone. The Five
Nations includes pre-South African War poems like "The White Man's
Burden", but also post-war poems of loss, despair, exile and the struggle
to rebuild.
Keating here read the first stanza of "The Old Men", which he
suggested led into Eliot's "The Hollow Men", and to Yeats's poems of
self-dramatisation. Was this influence? Certainly there was similarity of
intention and achievement. "The Second Voyage" describes a change of
direction, facing up to the new age. Keating read from "The Return",
noting its theme of growing up; and from "M.I.", which describes
changes in the Army. Kipling is writing Victorianism's obituary in 1903
– a "Red little, dead little Army once!" He wrote no more poems of
imperial expansion.
Next Keating quoted "The Pro-Consuls", noting its intimate tone of
voice, compressed language and considered judgment, born of
disillusion and pain. The "Dirge of Dead Sisters" (also quoted) was full
of lyricism, with no bravura as in the earlier poems. Here was an
economy of simple, largely monosyllabic words. Increasingly Kipling
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became a symbolic poet: the Sisters have iron in their teacups and in their
souls, while the "dust upon their hair" stands for death as well as for the
landscape of South Africa.
Kipling was always an outsider, but distanced; now he writes in an
intimate mood of understanding. He too is an outcast, his opinions
ignored. He finds new ways of writing – oblique, subtle, coded – in his
poems as well as his short stories. "Mrs. Bathurst" [Traffics and
Discoveries, 1904], often cited as an example of his late style, is not
really late, but contemporary with The Five Nations. The same effects
can be seen in the Puck poems, from which Yeats chose examples for the
Oxford Book of 1936; and in the poems in Debits and Credits (1926) and
Limits and Renewals (1932). In all Kipling's twentieth-century poems,
modern work is combined with older modes like "Alnaschar and the
Oxen".
Keating posed a final question: Why, if it is so good and so different,
is this work not better known? There is a peculiar mixture of ignorance
and prejudice in the way Kipling's poetry has been treated since 1900.
The resistance is surprisingly strong.

All four speakers drew many questions and comments from a deeply
interested audience.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following, listed in mid-May 1996:Mr M.R. Aidin (Sussex); Mr M.L. Beedle (Victoria, Australia); Mr V. Blackman
(Hampshire); Mr J.B. Cahill (Nova Scotia, Canada); Dr C.R. Devadawson (India);
Professor Isabel Ferreira (Portugal); Mr I. Fraser (New South Wales, Australia); Mr T.D.
Harvey (Cheshire); Mr H.K. Hill (Herefordshire); Mr John Horton (Maryland, U.S.A.); Mr
Chalngura Jahau (London); Mr A.M.D. Lycett (London); Mr J. Mayo (London); Mr Ralph
Meanley (London); Dr D. O'Brien (Victoria, Australia); Dr R. Petersen & Mrs M. Petersen
(Victoria, Australia); Dr Bruce Shaw (South Australia); Mrs A.J. Smith (Sussex).
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EMPIRE AND RESPONSIBILITY
A THIRD EXCERPT FROM A THESIS
ON THE SUBJECT OF KIPLING'S POETRY
by the late FRED CHERRY (1923-1990)

[In our last two issues we have published extracts from a thesis entitled "The Concept of
the Law in Rudyard Kipling's Verse" that Mr Fred Cherry presented in his candidacy for
an M.A. degree at Hull in 1959. The first, under the heading of "Romance, the Sea and the
Open Road", appeared in December 1995, pages 42-48; the second, "The Discipline of
Engine-Room and Jungle", in March 1996, pages 44-49; here is the third. It touches on the
relatively youthful Kipling's vision of Empire, before that vision became clouded by
disillusionment. Kipling, though a highly individual artist, was politically a product of the
age he lived in; some of the sentiments of imperial and racial unity that he expressed, to
which Mr Cherry refers, read bizarrely today; but they represented widely held attitudes a
hundred years ago.
Note that these are essentially discrete extracts: mere samples which do not form a
continuous text. But I think they are of interest and value; and the whole thesis has been
presented by Mr Cherry's family to the Society's Library, as explained earlier. – Ed.]

Side by side with Kipling's interest in a philosophic concept of universal
law was a growing preoccupation with the real fact of empire. He
had seen and admired British administration in India, and extensive
travels in the years following convinced him that the Empire was most
worthy of admiration. As early as 1889 he had begun "The Song of the
English", and the theme of England and Empire recurs frequently in the
years after . . .

Although national pride was one ingredient in Kipling's admiration
for empire, it was not blind nationalism. The qualities which were
necessary for the 'strong man' were not accidental, but were bred by the
very circumstances of an island race. Repeatedly the sea is shown as
providing the discipline of physical hardship, which brings out courage
and endurance. In "The Sea-Wife" (1893), patterned on the old ballad
"The Wife of Usher's Well", the sea is personified as the possessive
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matriarch dominating her children, with a touch of that heaven-defying
witchery so strong in the older ballad:
There dwells a wife by the Northern Gate,
And a wealthy wife is she;
She breeds a breed of roving men
And casts them over sea.
And some are drowned in deep water
And some in sight o' shore,
And word goes back to the weary wife
And ever she sends more.
For since that wife had gate or gear,
Or hearth or garth or field,
She willed her sons to the white harvest,
And that is a bitter yield . . .
From this discipline they do not win material profit, but the wisdom of
wonders seen and the knowledge of things done:
The good wife's sons come home again
With little into their hands,
But the lore of men that have dealt with men
In the new and naked lands;
But the faith of men who have brothered men
By more than easy breath,
And the eyes of men that have read with men
In the open books of Death.
Rich are they, rich in wonders seen,
But poor in the goods of men;
So what they have got by the skin of their teeth
They sell for their teeth again . ..
As late as 1935 (the Jubilee year), he saw the same influence on George
V, referring in "The King and the Sea" to his early naval training:
"I opened him all the guile of the seas –
Their sullen, swift-sprung treacheries,
To be fought, or forestalled, or dared,
or dismissed with laughter.
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I showed him Worth by Folly concealed,
And the flaw in the soul that a chance revealed
(Lessons remembered – to bear fruit thereafter).
I dealt him Power beneath his hand,
For trial and proof, with his first Command –
Himself alone, and no man to gainsay him.
On him the End, the Means, and the Word,
And the harsher judgment if he erred,
And – outboard – Ocean waiting to betray him ..."
In these poems, then, Kipling states very clearly his belief in
environment moulding character, showing the "breed of roving men"
who move out from England to people the world; and the qualities of
leadership in George V. Later he was to add another dimension, the
process of history, to the making of the people; but for the moment he
was content with a race of seamen, pioneers and explorers, bred by the
"Sea-Wife", whose stern responsibility was to develop the undeveloped
areas of the earth. The process of development is furthering the worldpurpose, and is thus under the Law – as in "A Song of the English"
(1893):
Keep ye the Law – be swift in all obedience –
Clear the land of evil, drive the road and bridge the ford.
Make ye sure to each his own
That he reap where he hath sown;
By the peace among Our peoples let men know we serve the Lord!
And the satisfaction of fulfilling the Law is sufficient reward in itself:
Fair is our lot – O goodly is our heritage!
(Humble ye, my people, and be fearful in your mirth!)
For the Lord our God Most High
He hath made the deep as dry,
He hath smote for us a pathway to the ends of all the Earth!
It will be noticed that despite the "Humble ye, my people," there is a
touch of arrogance in "Our peoples", and more than an echo of Old
Testament pride in being, in Kipling's eyes, a chosen people. The God
whom Kipling is addressing is essentially an autocratic Jehovah, who
"hath smote for us a pathway".
Many of the turns of phrase in these verses are essentially Biblical –
"whoring not with visions", and "Of your children in their bondage" – as
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if Kipling, stirred perhaps by his Wesleyan ancestors, had turned
naturally to those rhythms which were at once sufficiently weighty to
express a theme which he considered of paramount importance, and also
had the power of communal pronouncement. He was seeking a mode of
writing in which he could exhort, admonish and encourage the people to
accept their responsibility under the Law, and make them aware of what
he considered their rightful heritage.
Those already fulfilling this responsibility were the soldiers, sailors,
woodsmen, railway-constructors, herders, who are linked by the "Tinkatinka-tinka-tinka-tink!" of "The Song of the Banjo" (1894). Of special
note are the explorers, whom Kipling portrays as driven ever onwards by
an inner urge. In "The Song of the Dead" (part of "A Song of the
English") he writes:
We were dreamers, dreaming greatly, in the man-stifled town;
We yearned beyond the sky-line where the strange roads go down.
Came the Whisper, came the Vision, came the Power with the Need,
Till the Soul that is not man's soul was lent us to lead . . .
The Whisper, Vision, Power and Need suggest, with the dreaming and
the yearning, a union between the inner urge and the external
compulsion of the Law. Only to those touched with the spirit will the
vision be vouchsafed. It is the same in the later poem, "The Explorer"
(1898):
"There's no sense in going further – it's the edge of cultivation,"
So they said, and I believed it – broke my land and sowed my crop –
Built my barns and strung my fences in the little border station
Tucked away below the foothills where the trails run out and stop:
Till a voice, as bad as conscience, rang interminable changes
On one everlasting Whisper day and night repeated – so:
"Something hidden. Go and find it. Go and look behind the Ranges –
Something lost behind the Ranges. Lost and waiting for you. Go!"
Kipling could see that the dreamer could be hidden in the man of action.
He was aware that ignoble motives existed, but he was also aware that
the tough, hardy pioneer was often motivated by an ideal which he could
not, perhaps, put into words, but which was nevertheless more powerful
than the incidental material incentives. This is the excitement of
'romance' in a more extreme form – the glimpse of a mystery in life
which must be pursued at all costs. The explorer, in spite of fear, goes on:
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I could reach the township living, b u t . . . He knows what terror tore
me...
But I didn't... but I didn't. I went down the other side,
just as, in "The Song of the Dead", they "look still to the Pole, asleep by
their hide-stripped sledges".
The whole-hearted pursuit of what is worthwhile in life, it seems,
often involves absolute self-sacrifice. This theme assumes a more
sombre and personal note as Kipling grows older. For the moment he
does no more than echo the age-old concept common to nearly all
religions – a concept which is also part of the Law – that sacrifice must
be made by the few that the people thrive. In such sacrifice there is a
sense of pride – to quote further from "The Song of the Dead":
We must feed our sea for a thousand years,
For that is our doom and pride,
As it was when they sailed with the Golden Hind,
Or the wreck that struck last tide –
Or the wreck that lies on the spouting reef
Where the ghastly blue-lights flare.
If blood be the price of admiralty,
If blood be the price of admiralty,
If blood be the price of admiralty,
Lord God, we ha' bought it fair!
The blood which is the symbol of sacrifice is also the symbol for the
tie between the nations of the commonwealth. It is of course a very
common symbol for relationship, but Kipling invests it with marked
emphasis. In "The Song of the Sons" (another of the series of poems
which fall under the general heading of "A Song of the English") the
overseas settlers are presented as saying:
. . . Mother, be proud of thy seed!
Count, are we feeble or few? Hear, is our speech so rude?
Look, are we poor in the land? Judge, are we men of The Blood?
In "England's Answer", the reply is given:
Truly ye come of The Blood; slower to bless than to ban,
Little used to lie down at the bidding of any man –
Flesh of the flesh that I bred, bone of the bone that I bare;
Stark as your sons shall be – stern as your fathers were . . .
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. . . So long as The Blood endures,
I shall know that your good is mine: ye shall feel that my strength is
yours:
In the day of Armageddon, at the last great fight of all,
That Our House stand together and the pillars do not fall...
The emphasis here, on pride of race, clearly suggests there is some
special virtue, some mystic quality in the blood of the British which
gives superiority and provides a tie more binding than mere common
speech and interest. It is uncomfortably reminiscent of the Aryan creed
of the Nazis, and quite irrational. There is an inherent arrogance in the
conception which is distasteful in our present climate of thought; but it
was a part of the Law. Had Kipling been questioned, he might have said
that the march of history showed that at certain periods certain nations
were given pre-eminence – Egypt, Assyria, Greece, Rome, each had had
its day. Environment in part accounted for their ascendancy, but only in
part. The peculiar spirit of the race, a quality of breeding, was god-given,
implanted that the nation might fulfil its destiny under the Law.
This is perhaps reading too much into a vague symbolism, but the
subsequent development of Kipling does suggest that the relationship
between birth, environment and event was very close. Each was a part in
a complex but purposeful scheme. At this present stage the connection
was more dimly apprehended, and clouded to some extent by a national
pride very widely shared. What is important is that he saw Britain with
a destined role to play; her people as a compound of romantic idealism
and practical ability, disciplined by their island seas, and creating an
empire of organic unity.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[I am glad to receive letters intended for publication. However, since more
are received than can in practice be printed, I must be selective, and reserve
– unless expressly told otherwise – the usual right to shorten a letter. In
some cases it may be possible for the text, and/or enclosures, to be
summarised under "Points from Other Letters". – Ed.]

WHO WAS JOBSON?
From Mr K.M.L. Frazer, 3 Roseacres, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 OBU

Dear Sir,
Regarding "Jobson's Amen" (correspondence about the identity of
Jobson: September 1995, page 46; December 1995, pages 53-4; March
1996, page 59), was "Jobson" Kipling's poetic name for Job Charnock?
In "The Reflections of a Savage" (Chapter II of "The City of Dreadful
Night", collected in Volume II of From Sea to Sea & Other Sketches,
1899), Kipling calls Calcutta "Job Charnock's city". The Dictionary of
National Biography confirms that he was Calcutta's founder, with much
detail. Charnock arrived in India in 1655, and joined the East India
Company in 1656. There is no indication here of how he travelled to
India; but as in the poem he certainly ended there (dying in 1693).
Apparently he married a beautiful Indian widow whom he had
rescued from a funeral pyre; and by whom he had several children. She
died fourteen years before he did. He buried her in Calcutta, and when
he himself died he was buried beside her. He had not lived or died by
"Candle, Bell nor Book".
Job meant to die and be buried in India; and to lie beside his "Belovèd"
even if fourteen years had kept them apart. It is self-evident that "the feet
of my Belovèd hurrying back through time" refers to his wife, who got
to Paradise before him. To meet him when he arrived there she had to
hurry back through time – but not space. It is as pretty a line of love verse
as you will see in Marvell, Herrick or Shakespeare himself.
But "Job Charnock" is not a pretty sound for a poem: "Jobson" sounds
better.
Yours sincerely
KEN FRAZER
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KIPLING, H O R A C E A N D T H E PRICE OF T I M E
From Sir George Engle, K.C.B., Q.C., 32 Wood Lane, Highgate, London N6 5UB

Dear Sir,
I am grateful to Mr Wait and Dr Ryder (March 1996, pages 60-62) for
their scholarly and perceptive comments on Kipling's stanza:
Me, much incurious if the hour
Present, or to be paid for, brings
Me to Brundusium by the power
Of wheels or wings;
and to yourself for drawing attention to the alternative Latin version in
the Appendix to The Fifth Book of Horace's Odes – which is much
superior to the one printed facing Kipling's English.
I am convinced by Mr Wait's view that Kipling/Horace is
differentiating himself from those who believe that 'time is money' by
saying that the extra speed of "wings", with its consequent saving of
valuable time, holds no attraction for him; and by Dr Ryder's
identification of Martial's pereunt et imputantur as the source of
imputandus in the alternative version and, by implication, of the words
"to be paid for". He is certainly right in regarding the first Latin version
as a red herring.
Part of the undoubted obscurity of the English comes from the fact
that, in the fourth line, the faster mode of travel ("wings") is mentioned
after the more time-consuming one ("wheels"), whereas in the second
line the "present" hour (bringing one to Brindisi in, so to speak, no time
at all) comes first. Perhaps, as I was when learning Latin, Kipling was
taught the invocation:
Shades of Tully and Erasmus
Teach us to use the queer chiasmus –
(chiasmus being defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as a
grammatical figure by which the order of words in one of two parallel
clauses is inverted in the other).
In your note on the two letters you give instances of Kipling's sense of
urgency vis-à-vis the passing of time. But he was not always concerned
to make haste. In a talk on "Some Aspects of Travel" given in 1914 and
reprinted in A Book of Words, he says:
The time is near when [thanks to air travel] men will receive their
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normal impressions of a new country suddenly and in plan, not
slowly and in perspective; when the most extreme distances will be
brought within the compass of one week's . . . travel. . . . I present
myself tonight, then, as in some sort a recorder of experiences
which are on the eve of being superseded.
Dr Ryder wonders whether one or both of the Latin versions may have
already been composed when (in or before 1917) Kipling wrote his
"Translation". I think not. In his immensely painstaking Kipling's
Horace (1978) Charles Carrington says that the
elaborate joke about Horace . . . appears to have been sparked off
by the two poems that Kipling had written in his Horatian style, the
eulogy of Milner (afterwards entitled "The Pro-Consuls") which
first appeared in The Times as long ago as 1905, and the recent
[1917] 'Regulus' Ode [in which the words "Present, or to be paid
for" occur]. Starting with these two pieces Kipling, Charles Graves,
and A.D. Godley, joined later by Ronald Knox, J.B. Powell, and
A.B. Ramsay, translated the two 'odes' into Horatian Latin,
produced others in both languages, and in 1920 published them as
Q. Horatii Flacci Carminum Liber Quintus.
Yours faithfully
GEORGE ENGLE

KIPLING'S EYESIGHT
From Mrs E. Stamers-Smith, 8 Mavor Close, Old Woodstock, Oxfordshire OX20 1YL

Dear Editor,
With reference to the correspondence about Kipling's eyesight (June
1995, pages 54-5; December 1995, page 51; March 1996, pages 57-8),
may I add a laywoman's comments?
The fact of Kipling's myopia is indisputable. From his schooldays he
wore what we used to call 'pebble' spectacles. Every photograph and
portrait shows him wearing them, from the pince-nez of his youth to the
conventional spectacles, wire-rimmed to hold the thick heavy lenses, of
later years. We know what his sight was like without them. A reference
not so far mentioned comes in a Stalky story, "The Propagation of
Knowledge", collected in Debits and Credits. The boys have ascertained
that a visiting examiner is a Baconian, so they gain credit by feeding him
information Beetle has found in the school library, supporting the idea
that Shakespeare did not write the plays. As their viva voce begins –
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"Take off your gigs, you owl," said Stalky between his teeth. Beetle
pocketed them and looked into blurred vacancy with a voice
coming out of i t . . .
Various opprobrious nicknames confirm that schoolboys view the
spectacled as risible, but it is evident from the Stalky stories that Beetle
holds his own with the others because of his recognised and useful
talents as a "literary man".
I am not so sure about the claim that myopia leads to introversion, and
I do not think that Kipling's insecurity and aggressiveness can be
ascribed to a single factor. Comparison with famous myopic
contemporaries may help to set the problems and advantages of myopia
in perspective.
Gertrude Jekyll (1843-1932), artist, craftswoman and gardener, was
myopic from girlhood; in her thirties she had to give up a whole range of
artistic activities to save her sight and concentrate on gardening and
garden design. William Nicholson's portrait in the National Portrait
Gallery shows her wearing spectacles, unusual in portraits of ladies at
that time. Perhaps in compensation for her poor distant vision, Miss
Jekyll was always keenly aware of the shapes and scents of individual
leaves and flowers; it was said too that she could distinguish the variety
of a tree by the rustle of its leaves.
Another famous myope was Sir Arthur Evans ( 1851-1941 ). His acute
but very short sight enabled him to discern the tiny patterns on Minoan
seals found at Knossos without the aid of the magnifying-glass others
had to use. His archaeological career was undoubtedly helped rather
than hindered by his myopia.
Dr Sarkie notes that Kipling must have been myopic from birth,
though I venture to suggest that the period in the 'House of Desolation'
when he read avidly, often in a poor light, probably made his eyesight
worse. His father, Lockwood Kipling, and his son John, also wore
spectacles; there may have been a hereditary weakness. I wonder
whether there is any evidence of a similar myopia in his Macdonald
forebears, or any of his Burne-Jones or Baldwin cousins? Would it be
possible to find out who prescribed his spectacles in adult life?
Kipling might have become an artist/craftsman like his father if his
sight had been better; he often describes writing in terms of painting, but
he illustrated only one collection of his own stories [Just So Stories]. He
came of course from an artistic milieu; and it is fortunate that writing was
also regarded as an art by his family and friends.
It is difficult to come to any firm conclusions about the extent to which
disabilities direct a writer's life; they may induce a steely determination
to overcome, and are usually attended with compensatory advantages.
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Kipling's first novel [The Light that Failed] was about a young artist
blinded. This may have been a fear, like other fears with which he was
burdened throughout his life, but turned to benefit in his stories, with
their extraordinary precision of visual detail.
Yours sincerely
EILEEN STAMERS-SMITH

THOUGHTS ON "MCANDREW'S HYMN"
From Mrs N. Crook, 20 Defreville Avenue, Cambridge CB4 1HS

Dear Sir,
May I take up a point raised by the late Mr Cherry on "McAndrew's
Hymn" (excerpt from a thesis on Kipling's Poetry, presented as
"Discipline of Engine-Room and Jungle", March 1996, pages 44-49)?
It seems to me that Mr Cherry's is a perceptive reading as far as it goes;
but it doesn't go quite far enough. Kipling certainly sets up the
dichotomy between "wanderin' o' desire" and following the Law; and Mr
Cherry was right to stress the sheer joy and freedom McAndrew finds in
duty and discipline. But that isn't quite how the poem ends.
We should perhaps take note of the fact that it is Burns whom
McAndrew calls upon to hymn the Romance of Steam – Burns, the great
indisciplinarian, fond of the bottle and the lasses, who never settled
down to being a respectable exciseman – and ask whether after all he
isn't still there, disrupting the confident resolution that McAndrew
asserts. Like all really first-class dramatic monologues, the poem as a
whole reveals something about the character which the character isn't
aware of, or might only be dimly aware of. And Kipling is too much of
a romantic not to leave a wild thread in his text – or some room for that
which can't quite be stitched up.
The ship, we note, is driving on a shade too fast, "slam-bangin' home
again", and the engines "knock a wee – the cross-head gibs are loose."
McAndrew, as engineer, could regulate this; however, he thinks that a bit
of excessive speed is excusable after "thirty thousand mile o' sea". A few
lines later, we find him addressing the ship, "Old girl, ye'll walk tonight!"
The speed of the ship is somehow bound up with the situation of
Ferguson and his wife: "Three turns for Mistress Ferguson... and who's
to blame the man?"
The inference is plain: McAndrew sympathises with Ferguson's
eagerness to be re-united with his wife after so long an absence; and that
is why he is letting the ship race. We then are diverted from Mrs
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Ferguson (though we hear a lot about McAndrew's sexual transgressions
in his youth; and he too asks for indulgence, "Ye wadna judge a child?"
– i.e. of twenty-three). But she pops up again in the last line, as the
excuse, seemingly, for a surly reproach: "Man have ye ever thought /
What your good leddy costs in coal?. .. I'll burn 'em down to port. "
That the poem ends with these words is a typical Kipling surprise turn.
Read them in a reckless, I'11-be-damned tone (though one can also read
them with a complaining growl), and they make perfect sense. The dour
Scots engineer, who kisses wee bairns when nobody is looking, is (we all
know) a softy at heart; but he is also a go-between. He is ready to burn
all the coal so that Ferguson can get home ahead of time to the arms of
his wife – and he will pay the price, both in terms of the ship's working
life and his own savings; for what an engineer saves in coal he can keep
as part of his pay. What McAndrew (who has no pension) is doing is the
very reverse of prudential, and undercuts his just-expressed wish (the
presumptuousness of which he himself realises) to "build the Perfect
Ship". Indeed, as is typical of Kipling, thoughts of one passion or quality
immediately produce the opposite. The perfectly regulated artifact, that
never deviates or wears out with friction, immediately leads to thoughts
of the imperfect mortal body, that burns itself out with passion.
McAndrew's ship turns out at the very end to be running not just on
discipline and coal but on sexual desire – or human love, if you prefer.
Only it is not 'wandering desire' but frustrated desire of the fixed object,
the lawful wedded wife, which is McAndrew's way (conscious or
unconscious) of reconciling the tug in himself between voluptuous
idleness and discipline, between coconuts and dynamos.
Yes, love of woman costs a man dear; but the dearest moments of a
man's life "are spent amang the lasses O!" In short, an avatar of Robbie
Burns has sung "the Song o' Steam", though McAndrew doesn't know it.
Definitely one of the great Victorian love poems, though included in no
anthology as such.
Yours sincerely
NORA CROOK

JAMES MCGREGOR STEWART
From Mr J.B. Cahill, Public Archives of Nova Scotia, 6016 University Avenue,
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 1W4, Canada

Dear Sir,
I am preparing a commissioned biography of James McGregor
Stewart, C.B.E., Q.C., D.C.L. (1889-1955), the Kipling collector and
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bibliographer, and I should like to hear from any member of the Society
who may have personal knowledge or recollections of Mr Stewart. I am
particularly interested in Kipling's activities between May and July
1933, during which time Stewart, accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel
Georges P. Vanier, Secretary to the Canadian High Commission, was
received at Bateman's.
I should also like to learn more about the Sussex Investment Company
Limited, which was incorporated in Nova Scotia in February 1915 on
Kipling's behalf, and in which his then two surviving children, Elsie and
John, were nominated shareholders.
Yours sincerely
BARRY CAHILL
[I hope this letter will produce some results. Stewart was of course the principal compiler
of the indispensable Rudyard Kipling: A Bibliographical Catalogue (Dalhousie
University Press & University of Toronto Press, 1959) though it was edited by A.W. Yeats
after Stewart's death. Regarding Kipling's activities in the summer of 1933,1 have checked
that Mr Cahill is aware of the admittedly sketchy outline conveyed by Charles Carrington's
synopsis of Mrs Kipling's diaries. – Ed.]

SAILING TO PICARDY
From Mr J. Shearman, Garden Flat, 29 Buckland Crescent, London NW3 5DJ

Dear Sir,
May I offer yet another solution to the much-debated 'worst slip'
problem?
In chapter VIII of Something of Myself Kipling writes: "Luckily the
men of the seas and the engine-room do not write to the Press, and my
worst slip is still underided."
Towards the end of Part I of " 'Their Lawful Occasions' " – the story,
collected in Traffics and Discoveries, about the eventful and unorthodox
participation of torpedo-boat No 267 in Channel manoeuvres –
Lieutenant Moorshed (a man of the seas) says to Mr Hinchcliffe (a man
of the engine-room): "We'll jog down to forty-nine, forty-five, or four
about, and three east. That puts us say forty miles from Torbay by nine
o'clock tomorrow morning."
However, Torbay is west, not east, of the Greenwich Meridian. The
position Moorshed specifies would put No 267 in northern France, not
far from Amiens.
Yours faithfully
JOHN SHEARMAN
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KIPLING AND JEWS
From Mr W. Rowntree, 5 Cobbetts Mews, The Hart, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DL

Dear Sir,
I was surprised to read at page 110 of Rudyard Kipling to Rider
Haggard: the record of a friendship (edited by Morton Cohen,
Hutchinson, 1965) that Haggard's diary entry for 4 December 1919
noted that "Kipling, who has been lunching here today, is of opinion that
we owe all our Russian troubles, and many others, to the machinations
of the Jews..."
As far as I am aware, Kipling's only story about Jews is "The Treasure
and the Law" in Puck of Pook's Hill; and this is certainly not anti-semitic.
Otherwise, there are two references to Jews that I can find:- (1) at pages
125-7 and 133 of Morton Cohen's book there is mention of a suggested
story about the Wandering Jew; (2) in Kipling's poem, "The Peace of
Dives" (1903).
I wonder whether members have any views on Kipling's suggested
anti-semitism.
Yours sincerely
WILLIAM ROWNTREE

[Though Kipling was certainly not seriously anti-semitic, he was occasionally liable in
private conversation and letters to display the kind of prejudice about the Jews which was
commonplace among his class and generation. Such expressions were at best shallowly
considered: Haggard picked on a startling example, and went on to distance himself from
it; but even in this instance the context is relevant. It was in the context of the turmoil then
engulfing Russia, and of Kipling's and Haggard's efforts to form a Liberty League to
oppose the worldwide threat of Bolshevism. Though the sweeping attribution of
responsibility to an imagined Jewish conspiracy did no credit to Kipling's political
judgment, and has ugly resonances in the light of what would happen to Europe's Jews
within twenty years, it reflected a familiar prejudice of the time.
Though such prejudice is never defensible, its lighter knee-jerk manifestations need not
always be taken seriously. The reference to "Jew-boys" in "The Army of a Dream"
(Traffics and Discoveries) is jocular and not devoid of admiration, while in "The Village
that Voted the Earth was Flat" (A Diversity of Creatures), the brutal Sir Thomas Ingell's
insolent anti-semitism at the expense of Bat Masquerier is amply revenged. In "Jews in
Shushan" (Life's Handicap), the tragic tribulations of a small Jewish community are
described with affecting pathos; in "The Treasure and the Law" (Puck of Pook's Hill) the
Jew Kadmiel is the hero – though the accompanying poem ("The Song of the Fifth River")
in stressing the virtuosity of the Jews in the realm of international finance, gives
unintended scope to the very prejudice that I have disparaged above. There are many more
references to Jews in Kipling's prose and verse. – Ed.]
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" 'WIRELESS' " AND THOUGHT-TRANSFERENCE
From Dr Elizabeth Cook, 29 Clemence Street, London El4 7TR

Dear Sir,
One night recently, at about three a.m., I decided to abandon
immediate hopes of sleep, and to profit from my wakefulness by reading
a short story. I have come to Kipling fairly late, and my knowledge of his
work is far from extensive, but I have grown to admire him as one of the
great masters of the short story. So I browsed among my growing
collection of Elephant's Head volumes and lighted upon Traffics and
Discoveries – a volume I had yet to read. I then leafed through the pages,
as one does, trying to divine which story to read. For some reason I
decided upon " 'Wireless' ".
I was at the time doing quite a lot of work on Keats, and various
phrases and details in the early pages of that story – the cayenne-pepper
jujubes, the belly-fur of the dead hare, and the "Bitter cold" – led me to
the rather smug observation that Kipling was unconsciously echoing
Keats. Quite soon, of course, the allusions to Keats's "The Eve of St.
Agnes" became overt – indeed they form a large part of the story's
subject – and my own knowingness was wrong-footed.
" 'Wireless' " speculates about the possibility of transmission – not
only via the marvellous mechanical means of the wireless, but from
mind to mind – given certain elements of congruity and sympathy. When
I had finished the story, I found myself speculating on the sympathies
which had led me, deep in Keats, to that story above all others in Traffics
and Discoveries.
Another odd thing: when I re-read the story three nights ago with a
view to writing this letter, I was hoping to hear from a friend temporarily
staying at Poole – the town from where the long-awaited transmission in
" 'Wireless' " is eventually emitted.
Yours faithfully
ELIZABETH COOK

[Dr Cook is a leading authority on Keats; I met her in connection with a lecture she was
delivering about him. What she then said to me about " 'Wireless' " prompted me to invite
her to write this letter. She had not of course seen any of the numerous recent references to
the story in the Kipling Journal, e.g. September 1994 (pages 24-38); December 1994
(pages 29-30); March 1995 (pages 11-12); and June 1995 (pages 48-49). – Ed.]
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POINTS FROM OTHER LETTERS
WESTWARD HO! AND PEBBLE RIDGE
From Mr A.A. Turner, 5 Foxlands Drive, Penn Terminus, Wolverhampton WV4 5NB

Mr Turner draws our attention to a recent book which mentions a
number of places featuring in Stalky & Co., not least Pebble Ridge.
It is The Bideford, Westward Ho! and Appledore Railway by Stanley
C. Jenkins (Oakwood Press, P.O. Box 122, Headington, Oxford, 1993);
in the Oakwood Library of Railway History series; ISBN 0 85361 452 0;
144 pages; profusely illustrated with photographs & maps; softback,
£7.95. The railway did not exist in Kipling's schooldays: the enabling
Act of Parliament was only passed in 1896, and the line was opened in
1901.
Mr Turner says there is a description of Westward Ho! on page 106,
which refers to the United Services College and its fame in connection
with Kipling's attendance there in 1878-82 and his account of it in Stalky
& Co. (1899). There is also a map on page 111, derived from an
Ordnance Survey of 1904, and showing the College (though this had
actually moved away in 1894) and the gasworks and various
topographical features of Stalky relevance.
Mr Turner quotes: "The main attraction... was not however Kipling's
school, but the famous Pebble Ridge – a vast bank of smooth grey
boulders . . . thrown up by the sea. [It] extended for two miles, [and]
protected an area of pasture known as Northam Burrows, and . . . it was
. .. incumbent on all 'Potwallopers' of Northam who exercised rights of
pasture on the Burrows to turn out once a year and pile up loose stones
into breaches in the ridge – otherwise the sea would rapidly overwhelm
the low-lying Burrows. This activity was known as 'potwalloping', the
term 'potwalloper' signifying those who boiled their pots 'on their own
hearths' within the Northam area (in other words local householders)."

BERMUDA AND JAMAICA
From Mrs N. Crook, 20 Defreville Avenue, Cambridge CB4 1HS

Mrs Crook writes to express interest in Mrs Stamers-Smith's article on
Kipling and Bermuda (March 1996, pages 21-36), and has an
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illuminating observation about the photograph of Kipling in Bermuda
(page 29). She correctly points out that the identical photograph is
reproduced as plate 78 in Angus Wilson's The Strange Ride of Rudyard
Kipling (Secker & Warburg, 1977), where it is captioned "Rudyard
Kipling in Jamaica in 1930, published in the New York Times, 6 April
1936. (Library of Congress)". Kipling had of course visited Jamaica
shortly before calling at Bermuda, and the confusion on the part of the
New York Times is perhaps forgivable.
However, Mrs Crook comments that she is "relieved" to find that the
picture was actually taken in Bermuda; she had long felt that the threepiece suit Kipling was shown as wearing was far too hot and heavy for
the Jamaican climate.
She adds that "it is possible there is one fleeting touch of Jamaica" in
Kipling's Bermuda story, "A Naval Mutiny" (Limits and Renewals), the
story central to Mrs Stamers-Smith's article. Kipling had alluded to a
parish called Cornwall, and Mrs Stamers-Smith in her footnote 21 at
page 36 had commented that Cornwall was not a Bermuda parish.
However, says Mrs Crook, "Cornwall is one of the three Counties of
Jamaica, the other two being Middlesex and Surrey. By the way, in
Jamaica (and in Bermuda too?), parishes are administrative divisions,
each with a custos rotulorum, without religious significance. Each
County contains between four and six of them. So perhaps here again is
a case of Kipling freely adapting, but still beginning with a nugget of
earth-bound fact."

IN ERROR – AND THE KIPLING MARRIAGE
From Mrs E. Stamers-Smith, 8 Mavor Close, Old Woodstock, Oxon OX20 1YL

Mrs Stamers-Smith (author of the article "Kipling and Bermuda" in our
March 1996 issue) has written with comments on the errors in literary
references to Kipling pointed out by Mr K.M.L. Frazer in a letter
published at pages 56-7 in December 1995. The two errors in question
were (1) a statement by Selina Hastings that Wolcott Balestier married
Kipling's sister; and (2) a statement by Marghanita Laski that Henry
James was Kipling's best man (when Kipling married Wolcott Balestier's
sister Carrie).
Mrs Stamers-Smith regards the first error as the more culpable
"because the author has not done her homework, and there was
apparently no fact-checker at her publisher's to correct the mis-statement
– really a rather comical one to anyone who knows the facts."
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The second error she sees as careless but more pardonable. She quotes
from chapter 8 of Charles Carrington's Rudyard Kipling, for an account
of the singularly low-key London wedding. First:
'Ambo' Poynter, as best man, was the only representative of
Rudyard's family; Henry James gave away the bride; Edmund
Gosse, with his wife and son, and William Heinemann made up the
congregation...
She then quotes from a letter written a fortnight later by Henry James to
his brother, also cited by Carrington:
"I saw the Rudyard Kiplings off by the Teutonic the other day . . .
She was poor Wolcott Balestier's sister and is a hard devoted
capable little person whom I don't in the least understand his
marrying. It's a union of which I don't forecast the future though I
gave her away at the altar in a dreary little wedding with an
attendance simply of four men – her mother and sister prostrate
with influenza. Kipling strikes me personally as the most complete
man of genius (as distinct from fine intelligence) that I have ever
known."
Mrs Stamers-Smith also comments that Carrington "was kinder to
Caroline's memory than a good many other writers on Kipling. It is
perhaps time for a re-assessment of her part in the triumphs and tragedies
of Kipling's life – putting into perspective Lockwood Kipling's remark
that she was 'a good man spoilt', and his wife's fear that 'that woman is
going to marry our Ruddy.' "

T O O PLAIN, PERHAPS?
From Mrs Helen Greenwood, 25 Great Bounds Drive, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN4 OTR

Mrs Greenwood says that looking through some old personal papers
recently she found a handwritten note she had made in Melbourne in
1984 when she and her husband, visiting that city, had been to its main
Library to check some facts about a book published by an Australian
bookseller, E.W. Cole, who had met Kipling in Melbourne in 1891.
So much, by way of background. What prompted her to write to us, in
case it was of interest, was finding in her note the following sentence:
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"Melbourne Library had banned Plain Tales on grounds of impropriety."
Actually we do know this, from chapter 8 of Carrington's biography
of Kipling. The ban was imposed in 1891. But it would be fascinating to
know more – whether the objection was to a single story or to the general
depiction of the looseness of Simla morals; how long the ban was
maintained; and what comparable works of literature by other authors
were likewise judged too hot for the burghers of Melbourne to handle at
that time. Perhaps someone in our Melbourne Branch can enlighten us.

A GUARDIAN OF STANDARDS
From Mr N. Entract, 24 Cedar Court, Lower Street, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 2BA

Mr Entract has sent us a photocopy of pages 34-7 of the April 1996 issue
of the long-established countryside magazine, The Field, containing an
article, "Manning the Barricades", by Deirdre Shields. The article
provides a cursory but balanced appraisal of a number of organisations
in Britain which, in Deirdre Shields's view, work steadily to uphold the
worthier kind of old-fashioned standards, and to resist prevailing
assumptions that our society is doomed to inexorable decay.
The organisations specified in the article are very various – including
the Polite Society, the Prayer Book Society, the Council for the
Protection of Rural England, the Channel Swimming Association and
the Heritage Seed Bank (described as responsible for preserving old seed
varieties such as "the Somerset Broad Bean, Mr Fearn's PurpleFlowered French Bean, the Shetland Cabbage and the Carlin Pea"). The
Kipling Society also receives an honourable mention; and our members
are said to "enjoy a wonderfully quirky, scholarly journal".

TOMLINSON OF BERKELEY SQUARE
From Mrs M. Hywel-Jones, 37 Gowan Avenue, London SW6 6RH

Mrs Hywel-Jones writes to ask if there is any evidence, or informed
speculation, as to the real identity of "Tomlinson", the eponymous
central figure in Kipling's long and vividly argued poem of 1891. Her
enquiry is prompted by a friend named Tomlinson, who would be glad
to know if there is a possibility of a family link with Kipling's antihero.
Poor "Tomlinson" (as our members will recall) was well read and had
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acquired certain hesitant values at second hand; but on his own account
he had "scarce the soul of a louse"; and on his death he proved too vapid
in spirit to qualify for either Heaven or Hell.

"THE IDIOT BOY"
From Miss M.S. Morison, 13 Ballast Quay, Lassell Street, London SEW 9PD

Miss Morison has sent us pages 30-32 of the Daily Mail of 16 April
1996, containing excerpts from the new book marking the centenary of
the foundation of that newspaper, The Great Outsiders: Northcliffe,
Rothermere and the Daily Mail by S.J. Taylor (Weidenfeld & Nicolson,
1996). These excerpts deal in particular with Alfred Harmsworth, later
the press baron Lord Northcliffe, a pioneer motorist whose enthusiasm
for that new-fangled contraption, the car, infected his friend Kipling (as
the latter recounted in chapter VII of Something of Myself).
One passage in The Great Outsiders reads:
Before the turn of the century, a poet had dedicated a series of
poems to [Northcliffe] about the motor car, "Song of Speed". Then
in February 1904, the Mail had published a jovial set of poems by
Rudyard Kipling about this strange new method of travel...
Here was quoted, in full, Kipling's parody of Wordsworth, "The Idiot
Boy":
He wandered down the mountain grade
Beyond the speed assigned –
A youth whom Justice often stayed
And generally fined.
He went alone, that none might know
If he could drive or steer.
Now he is in the ditch, and Oh!
The differential gear!
The reference is quite correct. "The Idiot Boy" was one of a series of
parodies by Kipling, collected as "The Muse Among the Motors". It did
first appear in the Daily Mail in February 1904. The poem parodied was
Wordsworth's "Lucy", the two relevant verses of which read as follows:
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She dwelt among the untrodden ways
Beside the springs of Dove,
A Maid whom there were none to praise
And very few to love . . .
She lived unknown, and few could know
When Lucy ceased to be;
But she is in her grave, and, oh,
The difference to me!

"THE OLD VOLUNTEER"
From Mrs L.A.F. Lewis, Cappaslade Cottage, Brightwell-cum-Sotwell, Wallingford,
Oxon OXl0 0RQ

Lisa Lewis has provided a very interesting item in connection with the
pseudo-Kipling verses called "The Old Volunteer". They were, of
course, a forgery, and their appearance in The Times caused a major
rumpus in 1918 – as was entertainingly described by Philip Howard in
his address at our Annual Luncheon last year [Kipling Journal,
September 1995, pages 13-24]. One element in the seriocomic story was
an interview that took place on 29 May between the Kiplings and a
detective, Mr Smale, with whom the format of the document containing
the verses, and the style of envelope in which they had been sent to The
Times, were discussed. What Lisa Lewis has found, among the Kipling
Papers at Sussex University, is a typed copy of a letter which Kipling
sent to Smale on the following day. It reads as follows:COPY
30th May 1918
Dear Mr. Smale,
Just before you went away you drew my attention to the
curious placing of the stamps on the envelope of "The Old
Volunteer" verses.
Thinking it over, it occurred to me afterwards as, of course, it
has to you, that the lower left-hand stamps may have been put on to
cover some mark on the envelope which, if of the sort issued for
army use, would, I think, carry in that corner a letter – A, B, or C,
which is the official mark of their size. With this possibility in my
mind – i.e. that the verses may have been written by someone who
had access to Army stationery and perhaps orderly-room rubber
stamps – I have re-read the verses very carefully. They are poor
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stuff, but it seems to me that they might have been written quite
seriously by a man who thought he had some grievance about the
volunteers. They strike me not as a fake or a parody: and this is a
matter in which I feel qualified to speak. They contain also two, if
not three characteristic phrases which may, perhaps, have been
used by the man himself or by his friends in talking about
volunteers.
The first of these phrases is "the young 'uns of the old 'Brass
Band' ". This looks to me like some local allusion, or a reference to
something the man had actually seen – such as Brighton Municipal
Band playing on the front.
The second is the allusion to "Freewill". It is unusual in that
connection. The third is "the last relay" which I don't understand,
but it may be some catch phrase the writer has heard. The point of
these suggestions turns on whether the envelope is or is not an army
one; but I have thought the idea might be worth investigating –
specially if there is a depot of old volunteers or a veteran corps at
Brighton.
Very sincerely
(Signed) Rudyard Kipling.

NEWS FROM RUDYARD
From Professor David H. Stewart, 8302 Starling Drive West, Bozeman,
Montana 59715, U.S.A.

Professor Stewart has sent us a cutting from a local newspaper dated
13 May 1996, with a report from Rudyard (a town named after Kipling)
that a six-year-old red Angus cow on a nearby ranch has given birth to
triplets, which have survived. Though probably not unique, this is an
exceedingly uncommon eventuality, which prompted the Professor to
convey to us "proof positive that world-shaking events do occur in
Rudyard, Montana".

KIPLING AND CALYPSO
From Professor Harold Orel, Department of English, University of Kansas, 3116 Wescoe
Hall, Lawrence, Kansas 66045-2115, U.S.A.

Professor Orel (a prolific author and editor, whose contribution to
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Kipling studies includes the two volumes of Kipling: Interviews &
Recollections [Macmillan, 1983]) has sent us the programme (now in the
Society's Library) of a dramatised performance derived from the
Taffimai episodes in Kipling's Just So Stories. It was produced by the
Coterie Theatre, Kansas City, in the Yardley Hall on the afternoon of
Saturday 24 February 1996, under the title of The Very First Family, and
was directed by Jeff Church and Joette Pelster.
Professor Orel described the show as "Kipling done to a calypso beat
– overwrought, but fun for most of the children in the audience"; he
rightly felt that we would like to take note of yet another by-product of
the Kipling oeuvre, emanating from an unexpected quarter.

ADAPTATIONS OF JUST SO STORIES ON VIDEO
From Mrs Trixie Schreiber, 16 High Green, Norwich NR] 4AP

Mrs Schreiber, the Society's Librarian, reports on the existence of some
of the Just So Stories in video form, notably "How the Rhinoceros got
his Skin" and "How the Camel got his Hump". The video, designed for
use in primary schools, is published by Philips Interactive Media of
America, in association with Rabbit Ears Productions. The graphics are
by Tim Raglin, the music by Bobby McFerrin, the narration by Jack
Nicholson. The presentation, marketed as the classic Kipling "presented
in story-book style", includes questions to test a young audience's
comprehension, and suggestions for various "extension activities". The
video is available through Philips Media, Schools 2000 Dept, 188
Tottenham Court Rd, London W1P 9LE, tel. 0171 911 3060.

A LETTER TO ROBERT CHALMERS FOR SALE
From Julian Browning, Antiquarian Bookseller, P.O. Box 4005, London W9 1XF

Julian Browning has sent me one of his splendid catalogues (No 15) of
autograph letters and manuscripts, etc. It contains a Kipling item, priced
at £225: a one-page autograph letter, signed, dated 1 September 1904,
addressed to Robert Chalmers, C.B., at the Treasury, London. According
to the catalogue, Kipling was assuring Chalmers that his (Chalmers's)
son "can keep the book", and it goes on: "Why should we add to the
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bloated revenues of the G.P.O. by sending superfluous parcels? It would
only make Lord Stanley proud." And later: "It is true that the Treasury is
a Thorn – one that cannot be sat upon. None the less I've had my revenge
in South Africa when I watched the money you tried to save being
wasted by the running million at a time!"
[Chalmers (1858-1938) was an Assistant Secretary at the Treasury at the time; he went on
to be Permanent Secretary, then Governor of Ceylon, then President of the Royal Asiatic
Society and Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge; and was raised to the peerage as Lord
Chalmers. The son who was permitted to keep Kipling's book was killed in action in 1915.
The reference to South Africa is typical of Kipling's view of British mismanagement of the
South African War. Perhaps a reader can explain the allusion to Lord Stanley? – Ed.]

HEDIN, KIPLING AND THE GREAT WAR
From Mr Peter Lewis, Cappaslade Cottage, Brightwell-cum-Sotwell, Wallingford,
Oxon OX10 0RQ

Mr Lewis, who has a longstanding interest in the campaigns on the
Italian/Austrian front in the first World War, with particular reference to
Kipling's account in The War in the Mountains (1917), was recently
researching into the question whether any Austrian writers of note had
visited that front and recorded their impressions; he had hoped that
"someone of the standing of Hoffmannsthal or Musil" had done so.
His enquiries were inconclusive, but he did find a reference to the
Swedish geographer and traveller, Sven Hedin (1865-1952), having
visited the Austrian lines. Mr Lewis knew of Hedin's high reputation as
a Central Asian explorer (he was the author of several important books
on that region, and was made a K.S.I.E. in 1909), but was previously
unaware of his activities in the Great War. Hedin's autobiography does
mention a visit to the Italian front but does not indicate that he found
anything there to write about.
However, in Mr Lewis's words, "it emerged that Hedin had spent
some time with the German Armies in late 1914, after the fall of
Antwerp, and had written about his experiences in a book published in
Sweden (Fran fronten i vester), an English version of which was then
published by John Lane ( 1854-1925) of the Bodley Head firm, under the
title With the German Armies in the West (1915). Lane was attacked for
publishing this work (England was still in the dachshund-kicking days
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of the War), but defended himself vigorously in a Publisher's Note. In
Germany, under the title Ein Volk in Waffen, two much abbreviated
editions were published by Brockhaus in Leipzig in 1915; the full
German edition, again by Brockhaus, was published in 1916 and appears
to be fuller than Lane's 1915 edition."
As to Hedin's tour of the battle front, Mr Lewis notes that "by 24
October 1914 he was in Ostend, housed in the Hotel Littoral on the sea
front. However, the Royal Navy appeared and shelled the sea front, so he
had to retire to a less conspicuous hotel in the town centre. He dined with
three of his escorting officers, and then 'The clock strikes ten, we dawdle
over our coffee and cigars, reciting Kipling [. . . deklamieren Kipling
...] and exchanging anecdotes.' "
Later, "Hedin visited Bapaume on the French front, and after dining
with the General (von Plettenberg) he attended a party given by Duke
Adolph Friedrich of Mecklenburg, where the guests included Prince
Friedrich of Hohenzollern, and a director of Benz, and the volunteer
Cleving, who had been an actor with the Royal Theatre in Berlin.
Cleving entertained the party with chansons and German folk songs.
Then he demanded (and got) a piano, to sing of Mandalay, but 'in a
prettier and more inspirited' version than the English one and with words
other than Kipling's. Only part of the first line of 'Mandalay' is quoted –
Bei den alten Tempeltoren . . . – which has a nice rhythm." [I wonder if
anyone can tell us more about the "prettier" version of "Mandalay" that
Cleving sang to that high-class party behind the lines? – Ed.]
However, Mr Lewis notes that Hedin later indulged in a long diatribe
against the English, particularly against their deployment of Indian
troops to fight the Germans in France. "Hedin asserts that 'every sincere
friend of England must shudder at the meaning of it all as he reads and
re-reads Kipling's "Recessional" written for the Sixty Years Jubilee in
1897 ... Kipling alone stood like the guardian of the nation's conscience,
and his voice was lifted up in words which will re-echo as long as there
is a Briton left in the world.' "
In conclusion, Mr Lewis says that in the 1916 German edition, Hedin
then quotes "Recessional" and "The Lesson: 1899-1902" ["Let us admit
it fairly, as a business people should . . ."] in full, in English; as well as
"Tommy" in German, taken from the Kolnische Zeitung of 2 March 1915
– "In ein Wirthaus trat ich neulich ..."
[The familiarity of Kipling's works to many educated foreigners at that time was very real,
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and seems startling today. A further example from the Great War period is given in the
posthumously published memoirs of the Russian-born Tamara Talbot-Rice (Tamara, John
Murray, 1996) at page 59. Recording her childhood memories of the Russian Revolution
of October 1917, she describes the hazards of life in Moscow during the street fighting. On
one occasion while the family had taken shelter in the basement, a friend, Princess Sasha
Kropotkina, "proceeded to pace up and down reciting Kipling, time and again choosing the
poem Tommy, in which he describes the plight of the private soldier, wanted here, there and
everywhere during a crisis, but never remembered once life had reverted to normal... The
future looked bleak until [she] revived my spirits by making me learn Kipling's If; the
poem restored my nerve." – Ed.]

BOOK REVIEW NOTE
THE TRAVELLER'S LITERARY COMPANION TO THE
INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT edited by Simon Weightman
(In Print Publishing, 1996); ISBN 1 873047 35 5; xviii + 414
pages; illustrations & 9 maps; paperback £13.95; obtainable
direct from In Print Publishing Ltd, 9 Beaufort Terrace,
Brighton BN2 2SY, England; tel 01273 682836; fax 01273
620958.
Kipling gets an honourable mention in this book, with a portrait
photograph and two extracts from his works; but its scope is vastly wider
– nothing less than a scholarly perspective of the literary history of India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka.
It has been compiled by a learned team of contributors, but they have
kept the tone commendably light and the physical format very attractive.
It is a worthy successor to the series of Traveller's Literary Companions
already in print, and it fills a gap – at least, I do not know of any book on
the Sub-continent to compare with it.
It is excellent value for the price, and will be found equally attractive
by the traveller and the armchair reader, indeed anyone of bookish
inclination who would appreciate an elegant guidebook to the long list
of writers – 'native' and 'foreign', ancient and modern, in prose and in
verse – who have written memorably about that culturally rich area. A
copy is in the Society's Library. – Ed.

THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL LUNCHEON, 1996. This was duly held on 1 May, and
will be fully reported in our September issue. – Ed.

THE WE'RE HERE AT SEA
Captains Courageous will be the subject of the Society's September lecture in London.
Here is a characteristic drawing by I.W. Taber, frontispiece to the first American edition
(Century Co, New York, 1897). Its caption was taken from the end of chapter III: "It was
thick weather outside, with a rising wind ... the nosing bows slapped and scuffled with the
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THE CHEYNES RE-UNITED
Another scene from Captains Courageous — by a more modern artist, Rafaello Busoni, in
an abridged version in the World Famous Books series (Hart Publishing Co. New York,
1960). Harvey, transformed by his experiences at sea. is supping with his parents in their
"private car", the Constance. His highly strung mother is hardly reassured when,
responding to her anxiety about his "nervous system", he says robustly. "I worked like a
horse and I ate like a hog and I slept like a dead man."
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GEMINI
One of twelve drawings, one for each month, by John Lockwood Kipling for The Kipling
Birthday Book – a curious volume compiled by "Joseph Finn" in 1896. The compiler was
actually Josephine Balestier (later Dunham), as revealed in an article by Thomas Pinney in
March 1995, pages 13-20. This drawing, for June, shows the zodiacal Gemini (Twins) in
an Indian setting: the 'II' in the foreground is their traditional symbol

THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
The Society's Research Library contains some 1300 items – books by
Kipling, books and articles relating to his life and works, collections of
press cuttings, photographs, relevant memorabilia, and a complete run
of the Kipling Journal. It is located at City University, Northampton
Square, London EC1V 0HB, where, by kind permission, it is housed in
the Special Collections Room of the University Library on the 7th floor.
Members of the University's Graduate Centre for Journalism are
allowed access to it.
So, of course, are members of the Kipling Society, if they obtain a
Reader's Ticket from the Honorary Librarian, Mrs Trixie Schreiber, at
16 High Green, Norwich NR1 4AP [tel. 01603 701630, or (at her
London address) 0171 708 0647], who is glad to answer enquiries about
the Library by post or telephone. If Mrs Schreiber is away, enquiries
should be channelled through the Society's Secretary – see page 4 for the
address and telephone number.

THE KIPLING JOURNAL
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Journal, house magazine of the Kipling Society, is sent
quarterly to all members. Its contributions to learning since 1927 have
earned it a high reputation. It has published many important items by
Kipling not readily found elsewhere, and a vast quantity of valuable
historical, literary and bibliographical commentary, in various shapes,
by authorities in their field. In the academic study of Kipling, no serious
scholar overlooks the Journal's wealth of data, soon to be re-indexed.
Over two hundred libraries and English Faculties, in a dozen countries,
receive it as corporate members of the Society.
However, though scholarly in general tendency, it is not an austerely
academic production. It aims to entertain as well as to inform. This is
both necessary and easy. Necessary because our membership is as
representative of the ordinary reader as of the university researcher. Easy
because there exists an inexhaustible reservoir of engrossing material –
thanks to the great volume and variety of Kipling's writings; the scope
of his travels, acquaintance and correspondence; the diversity of his
interests and influence; the scale of the events he witnessed; the
exceptional fame he attracted in his lifetime; and the international
attention he continues to attract.
The Editor is glad to receive, from members and non-members alike,
articles or letters bearing on the life and works of Kipling. The range of
potential interest is wide, from erudite correspondence and scholarly
criticism to such miscellanea as justify attention, e.g. reports of new
books or films; press cuttings; sales catalogues; unfamiliar photographs;
fresh light on people or places that Kipling wrote about; and of course
unpublished letters by Kipling himself, particularly ones of any
biographical or bibliographical significance.
Authors of prospective articles should know that length may be
crucial: the volume of material coming in steadily exceeds the space
available. A page holds under 500 words, so articles of 5000 words,
often requiring preface, notes and illustrations, may be hard to
accommodate quickly. Even short pieces often have to wait. Naturally,
as with other literary societies, contributors are not paid; their reward is
the appearance of their work in a periodical of repute.
The Secretary of the Society arranges distribution of the Journal, and
holds an attractive stock of back numbers for sale. However, items
submitted for publication should be addressed to The Editor. Kipling
Journal, Weavers, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey GU22 7HQ, England.

THE KIPLING SOCIETY
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Society exists for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). When founded
in 1927 by J.H.C. Brooking and a few enthusiasts, it met with vehement
and predictable disapproval from Kipling himself; but it quickly gained,
and thereafter retained, a substantial membership. It remains today one of
the most active and enduring of the many literary and historical societies
in Britain. Moreover, being the only one in the world that focuses
specifically on Kipling and his place in English literature, it also attracts
members from many other countries, who all receive the quarterly
Kipling Journal (subject of a descriptive note on the previous page).
As an essentially non-profit making literary organisation, run on a
voluntary basis to provide a service to the public as well as to its
members, the Kipling Society is a Registered Charity (No. 278885) in
Britain. Its overall activities are controlled by its Council, though routine
management is in the hands of the Secretary and the other honorary
officials. However, its large membership in North America is mainly
co-ordinated from Rockford College, Illinois, and there is also an active
branch in Melbourne, Australia.
For fuller particulars of its organisation, and a list of impending
meetings, see pages 4 and 5 of this issue. The Society's main London
activities fall into four categories. First, maintaining a specialised
Library which scholars may consult, and which is located in City
University, London; second, answering enquiries from the public (e.g.
schools, publishers, writers and the media), and providing speakers on
request; third, arranging a regular programme of lectures, usually but not
exclusively in London, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
distinguished Guest Speaker; fourth, publishing the Kipling Journal.
Kipling, phenomenally popular in his day, appeals still to a wide range
of 'common readers' attracted by his remarkable prose and verse style,
his singular ability to evoke atmosphere, and his skill in narrative. These
unacademic readers, as well as professional scholars of English
literature, find much to interest them in the Society and its Journal. New
members are made welcome. Particulars of membership are obtained
by writing to the Secretary, Kipling Society, P.O. Box 68, Haslemere,
Surrey GU27 2YR, England (or, for those living in North America, to
the address at the foot of page 4).
The annual subscription rate is £20 – both for individual and for
corporate members, whether in Britain or abroad. This remains the
'minimum' rate: some members very helpfully contribute more.

